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These are examples in order to illustrate the variety of known image 
defects in the VVV Survey.   
We mostly use the color images made of J (blue), H (green), and Ks 
(red).  
Most of these examples do not mean that the field must be reobserved, 
they are just facts of the data, and we will have to live with them.  
Most defects will be flagged, but people interested in doing science must 
check the images as well as the photometry before publishing their final 
results. 
This is not a complete list, we illustrate the most common found defects.
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The deprecation attribute in all tables indicates if the record in question (be it an 
image or catalogue detection record) has been deprecated by some curation process 
in the VSA archive. All data having deprecated=0 are nominally good data; the 
following flags indicate a quality issue and any data having those flags should not be 
used for scientific purposes (deprecated data will be deleted from public survey 
released database products): 
Flag - Meaning 
60 - Eyeball check deprecation - trailed 
61 - Eyeball check deprecation - multiple bad channels 
62 - Eyeball check deprecation - Moon ghost 
63 - Eyeball check deprecation - Sky subtraction problem 
64 - Eyeball check deprecation - Disaster (catchall category for the indescribable) 
65 - Eyeball check deprecation - Empty detector frame 
66 - Eyeball check deprecation - Flat field problem 
67 - Eyeball check deprecation - Malfunction in crosstalk correction 
70 - Eyeball check deprecation, but this is the best that can be done so should not 
be reobserved (e.g. very bright star in FOV)

Example: list for image deprecation at VSA
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Very bright stars present in the VVV fields can cause problems...

Bright stars
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Star Name                 Equatorial    Galactic    SpType      VisualMag   VVVField 
                                                 
Alpha Centauri         14 40 -60.8  315.8   -0.7  G2V+K1V       -0.29        d052-brightest Ks 
Beta Centauri           14 04 -60.4  311.8  +1.2   B1III                0.61        d126 
Alpha Crucis            12 27 -63.1  300.2   -0.4   B0.5IV+B1V    0.79       d042 
Lambda Scorpii       17 34 -37.1  351.8   -2.3   B2IV                1.62        b300 
Epsilon Sagittarii     18 24 -34.4  359.2   -9.8   B9.5III             1.84        b207 
Kappa Scorpii          17 42 -39.0  351.0   -4.6   B1.5III             2.39        b257-just off edge 
Upsilon Scorpii        17 31 -37.3  351.3   -1.9   B2IV               2.70        b300?? 
Delta Sagittarii         18 21 -29.8      3.0   -7.2   K2II                 2.72        b238 
Lambda Sagittarii    18 28 -25.4      7.7   -6.5   K1III                2.82        b255 
Gamma² Sagittarii   18 06 -30.4      0.9   -4.5   K0III                2.98        b278 
Iota¹ Scorpii             17 48 -40.1  350.6   -6.1   F2Ia                2.99         b243 
Eta Sagittarii            18 18 -36.8  356.4   -9.7   M3.5III            3.10         b205-2nd brightest 
Lambda Centauri     11 36 -63.0  294.5   -1.4   B9III                3.11        d039?? 
Eta Scorpii               17 12 -43.2  344.4   -2.3   F3III-IV            3.32        d036-just off edge 

Bright stars
Bright stars not only saturate but also damage the neighboring regions, 
preventing the recovery of faint stars nearby, and affecting the photometry of 
neighboring stars. 
In addition, very bright stars produce bad flat fielding, affecting the whole tile.  
This is a list of the brightest stars located in the VVV fields. 
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Maria Messineo

Alpha Cen AB

Bright stars
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Eta Sgr

Bright stars
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ACrux
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Rotation of spider (notice the green, red blue sequence)
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Dead pixels region (in detector Nr. 1)
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Vicky Alonso
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Maria Messineo

Edge effects
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Maria Messineo

Edge effects
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Tracks while moving to the star (persistence effect)
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